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                  Robo Advisor, Artificial Intelligence to Easy and Safely Monetize the Data

                  
                    State-of-art algorithms works on technical and fundamental analysis, provides you risk calculations, personalized portfolios and XchangeWiser provides you
                    decision support with patent pending algorithms.
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                Why XchangeWiser ?

                
                  - XchangeWiser can help you to manage your Portfolio, monitor your PnL, calculate your Risks, use AI for best investment options,
                  
- Races multiple Artificial Intelligence algorithms for best performance for each of your investments, 
- Unique
                  Personalized Machine Learning Agent, 
- Fintech product, does all the ugly calculations (incl. risk, book value, volatility, indicators),
                  
- XchangeWiser works on any stock market globally, besides CryptoCurrencies, Commodities, Currencies, Funds or indices, 
- Investment
                  Simulation, 100% risk free, 
- XchangeWiser provides portfolio management, investor training, investment simulator, real time price tracker and many
                  other features, besides its robust multiple AI racing framework and AutoML, ExplainableAI and ResponsibleAI approaches.
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                Life worths living

                
                  XchangeWiser, automatically calculate your risks, highest profit possibilities XchangeWiser provides AI services for all stock markets, commodities,
                  crypto-currencies, funds, indicies or currencies. XchangeWiser gives you the guidance and recommendations to help you build your investment portfolio.
                

              

            

          


          
            
              
                Keeping You Safe

                
                  Your personal information is fully encrypted, securely stored, and protected by our state-of-the-art technology. We ensure this by implementing security protocols
                  and security benchmarks to protect your account. 
Your connections to XchangeWiser are also securely encrypted for your security. XchangeWiser also fits GDPR
                  rules and regulations for your privacy. Our data centers are monitored 24/7 internal and external cameras.
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                Personalized For You

                
                  You can easily manage your portfolio by monitoring the risk of each stock or commodity. 
Your first step to investment is a quick training instead of
                  questionaires. Spend your time to learn and manage your portfolio wiser instead of filling questionaires.
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          Features

          See Our Incrediable, Qualityfull Features
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              For All Financial Transactions

              XchangeWiser scores worldwide stocks, securities market indexes, exchange rates,commodities, funds and crypto currencies with artificial intelligence.
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              Simple Visualizations

              XchangeWiser visualizes state of algorithms and indicators scores with easily understandable and simple interfaces.
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              Patent-Pending and Secret Algorithms

              
                XchangeWiser uses state of art artificial intelligence algorithms as well as patent-pending and secret algorithms. Also classical indicators are calculated and
                presented to provide additional insight.
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              Insights Through AI

              
                XchangeWiser's explainable artificial intelligence algorithms generate actionable insights by analyzing big data on a scale that a person can easily analyze with
                XchangeWiser.
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              No Need for a Data Scientist

              
                XchangeWiser uses the state of art automated machine learning algorithms and allows the individual investor to perform analysis without the need for a data
                scientist.
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              You are Always Up to Date

              
                XchangeWiser also improves as machine learning algorithms evolve and change. The algorithms automatically adapt themselves according to the developments and
                existing algorithms are constantly updated by our experts to the most effective ones.
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              Problems and Solutions

            

            

            
            
              
              
                
                  DON'T GET LOST IN COMPLEX DATA

                

                
                  
                    Financial markets, especially the stock market, contain many risks. While it is not possible to eliminate this risk, but to reduce it, it is necessary to follow
                    the balance sheets of companies, financial and political developments at macro and micro levels as well as many changes. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
                    analyze such big data for individual investors. However, through artificial intelligence, all variables are learned by XchangeWiser and financial predictions
                    are developed.
                  

                

              

              

              
              
                
                  RACE AGAINST TIME

                

                
                  
                    In the markets where financial assets are traded, even seconds are very valuable. It is almost impossible for individual investors to perform a healthy analysis
                    in this race. However, XchangeWiser analyzes all data for investors and converts the data into insight to make smarter decisions.
                  

                

              

              

              
              
                
                  SIMPLE INTERFACE

                

                
                  
                    XchangeWiser has been developed in a way that the individual investor can easily use and interpret. The process just starts with the selection of the financial
                    assets in the following list of investor, and XchangeWiser displays the analysis of five different algorithms and their predictions. In addition, by clicking on
                    the asset name, a retrospective predictions for that asset is displayed. With these developed methods, it is aimed that investors do not abide by to a single
                    algorithm and have a versatile insight..
                  

                

              

              

              
              
                
                  ACCES AT ANY TIME

                

                
                  XchangeWiser conveys the involved analysis to investors via mobile and web versions at any time of the day.

                

              

              

              
              
                
                  EASY TO INTERPRET RESULTS

                

                
                  
                    One general opinion about financial analysis is that interpretation as well as financial analysis requires several training and experience. However,
                    XchangeWiser is designed to provide results that can be easily interpreted to investors of all levels. XchangeWiser converts prediction and existing values into
                    line graphs as a result of the analysis. In this way, it allows the comparison of prediction and existing values easily. The success of the algorithms can be
                    easily observed by looking at the overlap ratio of the line graphs of the prediction and existing values.
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          Main Investment

          xchange-wiser

          Best AI algorithms Racing to boost your Investment and reduce your Risk

          Please pick your main investment focus. (you can change it later)
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                  Try financial Robo Advisor for CryptoCurrencies Package, you can always change your package later.
                  


                  
                  
                    Buy Now
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                  Try financial Robo Advisor for Commodities Package, you can always change your package later.
                  


                  
                    Buy Now
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                  Try financial Robo Advisor for Borsa Istanbul Package, you can always change your package later.
                  

                  
                    Buy Now
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                  Try financial Robo Advisor for New York Stock Exchange Package, you can always change your package later.
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                  Try financial Robo Advisor for NASDAQ Stock Market Package , you can always change your package later.
                  

                  
                    Buy Now
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                  Contacts Us

                

                
                  	Adress :  PO Box 192750 PMB 16122 San Francisco, CA 94119


                

              

              
            

            
              
              
                
                  

                

                
                  	Email :  info@xchangewiser.com
	Phone :  +1 628 239 0353
	Phone (Turkey):  +90 549 607 70 45
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